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ABSTRACT

The third article in a three-part series discusses ways to enhance communication with students and promote connectedness when
delivering a distance online course. Students in distance programs may have feelings of not being connected to the instructor and
peers leading to dissatisfaction and isolation. Methods of how the instructor can promote an environment of connectedness through
the use of announcements, video conferencing, video updates, scheduled phone calls, and office hours will be discussed. The first
paper discussed the history of distance learning, the positives and negatives of online learning, advantages and disadvantages of
online learning, and the initial considerations for establishing online courses. The second paper delved into understanding of the
learning platform, developing a course model, creating individual assignment rubrics for courses, requiring active participation
from both instructor and students, and setting-up quality communication.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Distance education provides a different experience than the
traditional on campus experience. A positive of distance ed-
ucation is the opportunity for students to pursue educational
goals without requiring on campus attendance. A negative is
students without in person classes may have feelings of not
being connected to the university, faculty, and other students.
Part-one of the three-part series provided a brief overview
of the history of distance learning, positives and negatives
of online learning, advantages and disadvantages of online
learning, and initial considerations for establishing online

courses. Part-two of the series discussed how to deliver a dis-
tance education online course by understanding how to use
the learning platform, developing a course model, creating
individual assignment rubrics for courses, requiring active
participation from both instructor and students, and setting-
up quality communication. This third article continues the
discussion of how to deliver a distance education online
course that provides an environment that promotes connect-
edness. Different methods of connecting and communicating
using announcements, video conferencing, video updates,
scheduled phone calls, and office hours are discussed.
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Figure 1. Strategies for Innovative Teaching and Learning outline

Online learning has expanded educational opportunities for
students and has been a strategy of higher education to in-
crease enrollment.[1] A common theme found in the literature
is the importance of creating an online environment that con-
tributes to feelings of connectedness.[2–4] Connectedness
is valued by students and contributes to their success and
satisfaction with the learning environment.[2, 5]

Students in distance education often report feelings of being
disconnected from the instructor and class. Willging and
Johnson found anecdotal information suggesting that online
course dropout rate may be twice as high as those attending
on-campus classes.[6] One reason cited for students dropping
out of an online course was the lack of interaction with the
instructor and students in the class. An environment that
promotes student connectedness is an important aspect in on-
line learning environments because it may potentially affect
learners’ levels of motivation and satisfaction.[2, 3]

Instructor presence has been identified as an important con-
tributor to the online student’s perception of being con-
nected.[7, 8] Frequent feedback from faculty along with the
use of technology increases engagement with instructors
and improves class performance.[1] Multiple instructional
strategies can be employed to promote instructor presence
including the use of announcements, video lectures/updates
and individual student assignment feedback, virtual confer-
encing, email, and virtual office hours.[5, 9–11] Depending on
the course and student population some strategies will be
more effective than others. For example, a course composed
primarily of adult learners who work full time may have
different needs than a class of traditional undergraduate stu-

dents. Adult learners may prefer email communication over
virtual or phone meetings whereas the traditional undergrad-
uate student may prefer virtual meetings and video updates.
The instructor should carefully consider the expected out-
comes for the course and consider strategies that will enhance
opportunities for interaction and connectedness.[5] It is im-
portant that faculty teaching online courses be proactive in
connecting with distant students by careful consideration of
instructional strategies (see Figure 2).

2. ANNOUNCEMENTS
Announcements are an important strategy to engage with
online students.[4] Announcements should be in an area
available for communication with students no matter what
type of learning platform is being used to deliver the online
course. As discussed in article two of the series it is recom-
mended that button placement for navigating the course be
placed in a standard format for all courses such as on the
left side of the screen.[12] Students should be encouraged
to check the announcements on a daily basis thereby receiv-
ing important course information, changes, or updates in
a timely manner. It makes sense that the placement at the
top of the announcement button be close to the top of the
learning platform, making it visible and easily accessible to
students.

The announcement area provides a consistent place in the
online class where the faculty can communicate important in-
formation with the entire class. Faculty can use the announce-
ments area to introduce the course, provide an overview for
the upcoming week, remind students when assignments are
due, provide answers to students’ questions that the entire
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class might have similar questions about, provide clarifica-
tion, and keep student appraised of any updates. Information
placed on the announcement page may also be saved for

the entire semester and used as verification for specific con-
tent. Clear, concise feedback and expectations contribute to
student satisfaction with both the course and instructor.[5, 13]

Figure 2. Connecting with Distance Students

Announcements should include clear instruction, due dates,
and who to contact if there are any questions (see Table 1).
Announcements are an effective way to remind students of
information that has been provided earlier. Follow up an-
nouncements of important information may increase student
participation and satisfaction (see Table 2). Announcements
are also a way to communicate information that may be of
benefit to the student such as available help from tutoring

services, counseling services, and other services.

In addition to providing course information to students, an-
nouncements can augment information from the program
and/or university traditionally sent by e-mail. Reminders for
course registration, health compliance requirements, clini-
cal agency requirements, graduation information, and other
important information can be a meaningful use of announce-
ment (see Table 3).
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Table 1. Announcement: Scheduling clinical competency
 

 

Competency 2 Schedule Times                                                                                                                                    Mar 1 10:05pm    
Jennifer Lee 
All Sections 
Hello, 
Competency 2 schedule times have been made available in the calendar app. Please sign up for your Competency 2 schedule time by 
March 15. 
Below you will find the invitation for the Zoom Q&A on March 11 at 8 pm. I will record the session and send you the recording 
information upon request if you are unable to attend or just want to review the information again. Below is my contact information. 
Please contact me if you have any questions. 
Have a great week! 
Dr. Lee 
jlee@xxx.edu 
xxx-xxx-xxxx 

 

Table 2. Follow up announcement scheduling clinical competency
 

 

Competency 2  Schedule Times                                                                                                                             Mar 15 1:33pm 
Jennifer Lee 
All Sections 
Hello,  
Please finalize your appointments for Competency 2 schedule time by 9:00 pm tonight.  I will be sending out Zoom invites tonight 
after 9:00 pm. If you would like the recording from the Q&A session, please send me an email and I will forward you the 
information. 
I should know my schedule for the Final Competency by the end of this week and will make those appointments available early next 
week. Below is my contact information. Please contact me if you have any questions. 
Dr. Lee 
jlee@xxx.edu 
xxx-xxx-xxxx 

 

Table 3. Examples of announcements with program information
 

 

Registration                                              Feb. 8, 2021 at 12:05pm 
John Smith 

Hello, 
Each student with a Summer 2021 course on their plan of study 
should have received an email from me by now with your course 
registration number and the steps to take to register. If you did 
not receive an email but have a course on your plan, please 
contact me immediately via email.  
The School of Nursing deadline to be registered for your Spring 
2021 Nursing classes is Friday, April 9, 2021 at 8am EST. 
Thank you,  
John Smith 
School of Nursing 
Academic Advisor 
jsmith@xxx.edu 
xxx-xxx-xxxx 
 

COVID-19 Vaccination                       Jan 17 at 8:29pm 

Documentation 
Jane Jones 

You may now submit your COVID-19 vaccination 
documentation to your compliance account under Optional 
Requirements. You will have the choice to either enter each dose 
or the certification that you are fully vaccinated.  Please make 
sure your name and date are included on the documentation.  

With classes beginning in just a few days, this is your final 
chance to submit required items in time to be in compliance. 
Please make sure you check your account and that all items 
have been submitted AND accepted.  
Jane Jones 
School of Nursing 
Compliance Coordinator 
jjones@xxx.edu 
xxx-xxx-xxxx 

 

3. VIDEO CONFERENCING

Video conferencing (VC) can be a valuable tool that helps in-
structors connect and build relationships with students.[10, 11]

Lack of in person interaction with faculty and other students

often is cited by online students as a reason for feelings of
isolation and being disconnected from the campus commu-
nity.[14–16] Video conferencing is a tool that allows faculty
and students to meet and see each other in real time. VC can
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be used to enhance students feeling engaged with the class.
Synchronous lectures, class discussion, meetings with one
student, a small group, or larger groups are just some of the
ways to use video conferencing.

Synchronous lectures can be used along with asynchronous
lectures to enhance student engagement in the course. The
learning outcomes to be achieved along with where and when
to add the synchronous lectures must be carefully consid-
ered by the instructor. Martin and Bolliger suggested that
the instructor should conduct 2-3 synchronous meetings dur-
ing the semester to enhance a sense of community.[4] The
instructor should carefully consider how the synchronous
class will be conducted to enhance student satisfaction, such
as whether having the video and microphones (aka. mics)
for each participant should be on or off. Olson and Mc-
Cracken report that keeping student mics enabled enhance
student participation.[17] For some students who chose on-
line courses/programs having synchronous lecture may be
viewed as a negative. Recording the synchronous lecture and
making it available to those who have other commitments
may increase student satisfaction.

VC can be used by the instructor for any type of meeting
including individual or group meetings. During the VC, fac-
ulty have the opportunity to explain the assignments all in a
forum that allows for questions lending to an easy exchange
of ideas.[4] Offering VC during the first week of class can set
a positive tone to the semester. This initial VC can be used
for the faculty to introduce themselves while also setting
the tone for the class. Explanation of the course, structure,
course outcomes, overview of assignments, the syllabus and
course calendar can all be reviewed. VC where the instructor
provides an explanation of the different aspects of the course
provides clarity for students that is not achieved in other
formats.[18]

4. VIDEO UPDATES
Use of video for online lectures and providing individual
feedback has been found to increase student satisfaction with
online courses.[15, 16, 19] Videos may seem more personal,
can be replayed, and may allow for an emotional connection
between student and faculty. Video updates by the instructor
provides another strategy to enhance instructor presence and
connect with students in an online course. Faculty can video
themselves and place these updates in the announcements
area of the course. The video updates differ from the standard
text announcements in that they provide both a visual and
auditory experience for the student. When providing a video
update include clear instructions, if an assignment when due,
and who to contact if any questions. Video updates may
provide the student a sense that the faculty is invested in

the course, offer a more positive experience than reading an
announcement, and may appear more personal.[9]

Another use of the video update is the introduction/overview
of each module in the course. Not meant to replace the text-
based introduction/overview, the video update provides both
a visual and auditory option for the student to access module
requirements. Similar to the use of video to present lectures,
video updates can be used by the instructor to present an
overview and discuss assignments for each module. For
some students, the video updates may be a welcome change
from text-based instructions as the video may provide a more
dynamic interaction between participants.[15, 16]

5. SCHEDULED PHONE CALLS VS EMAIL
COMMUNICATION

Video technology, while a valuable tool to connect with
distance students, may not always be the best method of
communication or even the desired communication form for
distance students. Email is frequently used by faculty and
students to communicate in both distance and on campus
classes. La Barbera found that frequent, focused, personal-
ized e-mails between the instructor and student can provide a
sense of connectedness for the distance student.[5] A negative
of email communication is that students may not adequately
communicate their questions or concerns leading to a less
than satisfactory response from the instructor.[20] Instructors
may assume students know how to communicate appropri-
ately through email but students who are used to texting may
treat email communication in the same manner thus not con-
veying the message adequately and in a too causal manner.
To circumvent miscommunication through email, provide
the students at the beginning of the course clear instruction
on the appropriate use and how to compose a professional
email. Instructions on what is expected when using email for
communication including the use of subject line, correctly
addressing the receiver, appropriate tenor and content, and
correct spelling and grammar should be addressed. Provide
students with information on times when emails are typically
read, timeframe to typically expect a response (24-48 hours),
and if there are times when emails are not read and responded
to, such as the weekend and or holidays.[20, 21]

While email is convenient and generally a satisfactory means
of communication, especially as a reminder that an assign-
ment is due or answering student questions, there may be in-
stances when a phone meeting provides more clarity. Phone
meetings may not be viewed as an essential or desired form
of communication for most online students but provide an
alternative to e-mail communication when students have
difficulty understanding an assignment and/or have several
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questions about an assignment.[7] Phone meetings provide
the opportunity for the student to ask questions directly to
the faculty and receive answers/guidance. The phone meet-
ing allows the student to question further if they still do not
understand the information being provided. Students value
instructors being responsive to their needs and phone meet-
ings may be more of a personal approach and provides a
platform to talk questions through better than in an email.[7]

A good rule to follow is if the student sends a second e-mail
for further clarification about the same topic/assignment it is
time to offer a phone meeting.

Faculty should be mindful that many distance students have
full time jobs and other obligations so providing times out-
side the usual academic hours of 8-5 to schedule meetings
may be beneficial and lead to increased student satisfac-
tion. Faculty may want to consider ground rules regarding
scheduled phone calls to protect their time, especially if the
meeting is outside of office or university business hours. Be
specific when communicating with the student about times
available for a phone meeting outside of normal office hours.
If not available on weekends or late evening hours do not
provide an open invitation for the student to set the hours for
the meeting. Provide specific times available for a meeting
and instructions to schedule/confirm. For example, I am
available for a phone meeting on Monday May 2 between
6pm-8pm or Tuesday May 3 between 7pm-9pm. Please re-
spond by e-mail within 24 hours of your desired meeting
time within the provided time frames, include the date, time,
and phone number where you can be reached. Providing
clear directions to the student on the response will eliminate
miscommunication. Having the student provide their phone
number avoids the faculty giving their private number to the
student. Inform the student that when the faculty calls the
identification may say private.

6. OFFICE HOURS
A traditional method to provide students access to faculty is
office hours. Office hours provide students the opportunity
to drop by to meet with faculty and communicate any class
concerns. For online students dropping by the faculty’s phys-
ical office may not be practical or possible. While distance
students can communicate with faculty 24/7 by email, an
immediate response is not the norm. For a student with a
question or concern waiting for up to 48 hours may lead to
the student’s dissatisfaction with the communication process.

A predictor for online course satisfaction is linked to student
opinion of the instructors’ communication behaviors.[22]

Office hours for distance students provides the ability to
communicate with faculty and expect a response in a short
amount of time. For online courses, communication during
office hours is done generally through email. While conve-
nient for some communication, emails may lack clarity for
student questions and may lead to students feeling a lack
of connection with the course and instructor. Incorporating
the use of web conferencing technology provides a method
for the student to connect and meet with the faculty. Be-
ing able to see the faculty may help the student feel more
connected and satisfied with the communication process.[11]

Some students may prefer to call during office hours and
have questions addressed. Whatever method is used to com-
municate with students during office hours the faculty should
be available for quick responses.[11]

Consider when establishing office hours to have availabil-
ity on several different days and hours throughout the week.
Limiting office hours to one day during the week will create
an obstacle to access for students who may have obligations
during that time frame.

7. CONCLUSION

While online distance education may not be the best option
for all students seeking a higher education degree online
distance learning can offer a quality education for those
students searching for an alternative opportunity other than
a traditional on campus experience. The three-article se-
ries discusses strategies for innovative teaching and learning.
This third article focused on how to connect with students
from a distance. The first article of the series focused on
the history of distance learning, the positives and negatives
of online learning, advantages and disadvantages of online
learning, and the initial considerations for establishing online
courses. The second article focused on how to deliver a dis-
tance online course by developing a standard course model,
developing rubrics, the use of active participation, and com-
munication. This third article provided tips on communicat-
ing with students including: announcements, video updates,
video conferences, phone meetings, and office hours.
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